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Gift a pack
of Angels to
your friends,
family and
colleagues
this Christmas.

IDEAS BANK

How will you use the new
Gender Fairness cards?
There are tips for teaching,
planning and reflection
in this month’s Ideas Bank.

Gender
Fairness
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Mates Traits
in Malaysia

MMXV at
Innovative Resources

Postcard from Hong Kong

It’s a precarious life where friendship matters.
Meet the young refugees of the Lautu
Learning Centre in Kuala Lumpur.

Step on your hoverboards and cruise the
future, as we bend starlight to reveal next
year’s happenings!

They’re energetic graduates from the
Chinese University of Hong Kong. And they’re
starting great careers with a little help from
Innovative Resources.
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GENDER

FAIRNESS
Welcome to a unique set of 24 cards designed to provoke
rich conversation in workplaces, organisations, families,
businesses, teams, and groups of all sorts about what is
fair and what is not.

• How have the values or practices of your group or congregation
changed over time? Do any of those changes reflect themes
suggested by the cards?

Many of us are not practised at talking about how social constructs
of gender influence our own identity, our relationships at home and
work, and our expectations of each other. Gender is a core part of
our identity and gender fairness matters to us all. But gender fairness
is also an aspirational concept that requires constant re-evaluation.
It demands ongoing scrutiny and consultation lest some voices are
overlooked and processes of exclusion re-emerge.

• How might your group act to promote gender fairness in the
wider community?

• Which of the cards suggest changes your group or congregation
could make in the future?

Conferences and workshops
Cards provide a great way to break the ice and can offer people a
starting point for later discussions as they mingle over tea breaks.
Place a card in everyone’s conference satchel or on their chair in a
workshop. Invite everyone to introduce themselves using their card.
• What does the topic of the card mean to you? (For a longer
activity, facilitators might invite people to tell of an experience,
anecdote or story based on that card.)

Use the Gender Fairness cards to generate lots of fertile and positive
conversations—but don’t forget that they may also touch on issues
that stir up strong emotional responses. Introduced respectfully, these
highly-engaging cards can be used in meetings, planning sessions,
professional development, training and education, community events,
counselling, mentoring, supervision, and families.

• Do you know of an organisation or person who is inspiring in the
way they demonstrate the skills and values embodied in the card?
Reflective analysis with social work students
Gender Fairness is an outstanding resource for use with anyone
undertaking degrees in social work and related disciplines. Use
the cards to help students develop their case analysis and critical
reflection skills. The cards can be used as an aid to explore questions
such as:
• What attitudes towards a female client might limit her opportunities?

Gender Fairness in schools
In presentations to secondary school groups, Gender Fairness has
proved to be a great catalyst for conversations about traditions, social
structures, cultural differences, and how fairness and equity play
out in contemporary society. Start by randomly distributing the cards
among your students.
• Thinking about the key topic (in red) on your card, how have
attitudes changed over the years? Can you think of any specific
changes to legislation that may be relevant?

• What are the key things that influence your client’s gendered
environment?
• Thinking of this client’s situation, what might be some of the invisible
barriers she faces?

• Do other cultures have different attitudes to this topic?

• What aspects of your client’s gendered environment might influence
how you respond?

• Can you find some relevant research, facts, myths or quotes
concerning this topic?

• If your own attitudes regarding gender equity are very different
from those of your clients, how might you bridge the gap in a
respectful manner?

• Is there any action you would like to take in relation to this topic?
• Are there actions you would like to see your community or
government take?

• What policies might an organisation need to have in place to
support clients’ gender equity?

Community groups and congregations
Are you a member of a church, religious congregation or community
group? Would you be prepared to introduce the cards to initiate
conversations about the theology, philosophy and practices of the
group? Here are some questions you might like to explore:

GENDER FAIRNESS
24 full-colour, laminated cards; 99mm x 210mm;
online booklet of suggestions. Cards and package
printed on 100% recyclable materials.
ISBN: 978-1-920945-77-0

• Do any of these cards seem especially significant or relevant to
your group?

Product Code: 4928

• Are there particular beliefs or attitudes held within your group that
pose challenges for gender equity or aspects of gender equity?

$49.50 inc. GST

A Gender Fairness ‘Tools Workshop’ will be facilitated by
Innovative Resources and Women’s Health Loddon Mallee on
22 APRIL 2015 AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE IN MELBOURNE
For information, email: info@innovativeresources.org

• Does your group include people of diverse ages and backgrounds?
Do people of different ages and/or backgrounds have different
attitudes to the topics on the cards?
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In the

Spotlight

Mates Traits
at the Lautu
Learning Centre
KAYE CAMERON

It’s my first day at Lautu Learning Centre. A class of
eighteen very enthusiastic students, aged 7-9 years with
limited or no English, is looking very expectantly at me.
I’m a volunteer for six weeks in a school for Myanmarese
refugees in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Doing my homework before the trip, I had looked at the resources
I use regularly—I am a teacher, although now working as a social
worker in a Melbourne primary school. My school had donated some
items, but I wanted to combine my English teaching with elements of
social/emotional learning.

Australiana is popular wherever Aussies
travel and the cards, combined with
teamwork rather than a focus on the
individual, seemed perfect
in this cultural setting.

The Mates Traits cards appeared to be the clear winner. Australiana
is popular wherever Aussies travel and the cards, combined with
teamwork rather than a focus on the individual, seemed perfect in
this cultural setting.
A few days later I was walking through the poorest neighbourhood
in KL. On the skyline I could see the iconic Petronas Towers and
the mega-mall Berjaya Times Square. But right here I was dodging
motorbikes, very deep uncovered holes in the pavement, and smiling
in reply to curious stares from roadside stall holders: ‘What is she
doing here?’

Mates Traits was a wonderful tool to introduce myself with and
begin assessing the children’s level of English and how they work
with other individuals in their class. I was aware that our focus on
cooperative learning in Australia isn’t shared by all cultures.

Malaysia has hundreds of thousands of asylum seekers, refugees
and undocumented immigrant workers. The small school where
I’m volunteering is attended by children who speak one of the Chin
language groups, Lautu. Originally from western Myanmar (formerly
Burma) the families have fled torture, forced labour and religious
persecution in the hope of gaining refugee status in KL—before,
hopefully, becoming settled in a third country.

The choices of cards the children made were fascinating as they
sometimes chose a card by the picture alone (particularly when their
English was limited) whilst others chose according to the words. Two
of the oldest and ‘coolest’ boys chose ‘We are great mates’ as they
sat with arms draped over each other’s shoulders in the stifling heat
and humidity. One girl chose ‘We have our moments’ and, directing
her answer to her friend, said that they were friends, but this morning
there had been a problem over something said.
Another boy chose ‘We do things together’ and talked about the
breakfast and lunch they have at school, which are the only meals
of the day. ‘We dance’ and ‘We sing’ were
chosen repeatedly and reflected the
strong cultural emphasis on music
and dance.
The lasting memory I have is
of children who have a great
sense of ‘teamwork’ and indeed
understand the need to work
together to protect and support
each other in what is a very
precarious life.
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In the

Spotlight

MMXV at
Innovative Resources
KAREN MASMAN
Managing Editor/Publicist

It’s shaping up to be a busy 2015 here on earth as well as
out there in space. Here are a few of the things hurtling
your way at warp speed in the coming year:

New website, new look!
There’ll be a surprise in store when you visit us online next year.
Early in the year, we’re launching a brand new website! Get ready
for a fresh design, a different feel and lots more information. One
significant change you’ll notice is an exclusive focus on our own
resources—we will no longer be offering texts, pictures books and
cards by other publishers via the website, so order these items now:
Lots of items are on sale!

• On January 1st, Lithuania will formally adopt the euro to become
the nineteenth Eurozone country.
• In April, NASA’s Dawn spacecraft is expected to arrive at the dwarf
planet Ceres.

New card sets arriving in 2015
The Positive Parenting cards are expected to make their mark in
March! These 40 cards have images and sentence starters and can
be used for storytelling and learning about the skills, challenges,
hopes and dreams of parenting. Parents, family support workers,
counsellors and carers—this one’s for you!

• On July 14 NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft is expected to fly by
Pluto and Charon and explore the area for five months. It will then
enter the Kuiper belt and eventually leave the solar system.
• On September 10, if she is still reigning, Queen Elizabeth II will
surpass her great-great-grandmother Queen Victoria as Britain’s
longest-reigning monarch.
And, according to the film Back to the Future Part II (1989) directed
by Robert Zemeckis, we may be doing things in a radically different
way next year. We know this because in the film, Dr Emmett ‘Doc’
Brown, Marty McFly, and Jennifer Parker time travel to October 21st,
2015 to find that lawyers have been abolished, automated clothing
is in vogue and people travel in flying cars and on hoverboards.
Can’t wait!

Positive Parenting cards:
New for 2015 (see article
on page 5).

In May, Walking the Boundaries will be hiking into camp. This highly
anticipated card set is designed for exploring the ethical, personal
and occupational dilemmas of practice. It begins with the sentence
starter ‘Would you ever …?’ These cards are sure to get your team
meetings, trainings and supervision buzzing.

The Bears App is coming!
Hoverboards or not, here at Innovative Resources
we are set to launch into the digital world with our
very first App.

Schools will also be in the spotlight when we welcome Strengths in
Circles in August. This is shaping up to be a fabulous set of cards for
building connectedness and cooperation with children and adults.
This one arises directly out of circle work in schools—long-awaited!

Many of you will be familiar with our iconic, bestselling card set The Bears. In the New Year
The Bears App for your mobile device will be available.
• Want to tell someone how you are feeling?

To cap it off, the United Nations General Assembly has designated
2015 as the International Year of Light and the International Year of
Soils. So, looks like we have a perfect balance of light and dark in
2015. If you happen to travel through some dark matter during the
year, it it’s only a matter of time before the dawn comes.

• Looking to encourage or congratulate someone?
• Keen to evaluate an event or even a restaurant meal?
• Want to say how you feel about a political issue?
You can swipe through this bunch of 48 happy, sad, proud, grumpy,
shy and plain mercurial bears. Select a bear that matches your
mood, add a message and share it with your friends via email, Twitter
or Facebook. Or you can click on the dice icon to get your random
bear for the day.

In the

Mailbag

‘I am a counsellor who works with all children. I used
the Pocket of Stones as soon as I received them
much to the delight of my 9-year-old client. They were
very effective, and we ended the session with my
client making his own ‘stone with a happy face’ out of
air-drying clay to take home with him as a reminder of
our time together and the progress he had achieved.
I used the Strength Cards for Kids with another
8-year-old client who did not think he had anything
good about himself. With the use of these cards it was
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easier for him to see some of his strengths. I copied
and laminated them to give to my client as a reminder
of his strengths every day.
Thank you for such great resources!’
Di Bischoff

Sneak

Peek
Positive
Parenting Cards
IN DEVELOPMENT

PRE-ORDER

Parenting can be delightful, difficult, funny, heart-breaking
and enormously rewarding. It may be the very best—and
the most challenging—thing you have ever done. If you
are very fortunate, the highs and lows are interspersed
with precious glimpses of what an incredible privilege
being a parent is.

ISBN: 978 1 920945 76 3
CAT NO: 4926;
RRP: AU$49.50 (includes GST)
Release date: March 2015

And these strengths often occur through storytelling.

As the publishing arm of St Luke’s (now a division of Anglicare
Victoria), Innovative Resources is currently developing a set of 40
cards called Positive Parenting with family support worker, Lorraine
Leitch. The cards are due for release in March 2015.
In family services work at St Luke’s we attempt to apply the best
practice principles arising from solution-focused brief therapy, narrative
therapy, intensive family services and strengths-based practice. At its
simplest this practice philosophy revolves around the questions:
• Is it more useful to understand problems or seek solutions?
• Is hearing parent’s best hopes for the future more helpful than
looking for causes of the problem?
• What are the most efficient ways of generating change and growth?
• How can we best value parents own expertise?
• What happens when we assume parents have good intentions?

The Positive Parenting cards will be a wonderful tool for opening up
conversations and storytelling with parents about their experiences,
struggles, ideas, and hopes for their children and for themselves
as parents.
Each card features an original line drawing by artist Anna Marrone,
of an everyday object that can be found in many family homes, such
as a toaster, a ball, a shoe, a pet’s bowl, a sandwich, a toothbrush or
a garden spade. Accompanying the line drawing is a sentence starter
to get the conversation rolling, for example:
• I was proud of my children when …
• Something I find difficult as a parent is …
• As a parent, I was really surprised when …

The central belief is that knowing a person’s strengths, skills,
resources and future hopes is more useful than knowing what
someone can’t do. The so called ‘strengths approach’ does not
ignore the problems and issues a parent might be struggling with,
but attempts to employ a person’s own qualities and assets to identify
solutions that work for them.

• A good thing about my family is …
We hope that this set of cards will be at home around the kitchen
table, in meetings, in parenting workshops, out-of-home care
reviews and in any family skill building event, no matter how
diverse the make-up and style of families may be.

SOON

Giveaway
It’s Rudolf, it’s Santa…
No! It’s a complimentary sticker
pack hurtling down your chimney!
As the year winds down, take a moment to reflect and earn yourself a
small reward in the process. Innovative Resources is offering a free set
of stickers to our supporters who have used the card sets below:

To claim your complimentary sticker
pack, simply tell us in 100-150 about
a time when you used one of these
card sets, and email your story to
caitlyn@innovativeresources.org.
We’d love to see your piece in SOON
and there’s a choice of stickers on offer!
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Workshops and

Training
Save the Date!

‘Tools of the Trade’ Workshops
& ‘Strengths Approach’
Training in 2015
Build your kit-bag of tools, techniques,
and practice wisdom with our tools workshops
and strengths training in 2015.
You will leave our tools workshops with lots of invigorating ideas
and activities you can incorporate immediately into your work,
using the original, high-quality tools and resources published by
Innovative Resources.
From our strengths approach training you will take away
principles, practices, stories and resources for building strengthsbased framework into your work and organisational culture.
Our workshops and training are:
• highly interactive
• ‘hands-on’ in their use of conversation-building tools

On Monday 15 December, Innovative Resources will be
opening in new premises in Kangaroo Flat, just around the
corner from Crusoe College. Pop in to browse a full display
of our resources and to chat with staff about the resources
that would best suit your needs.
Our publishing office and warehouse will be co-located in
Kangaroo Flat. And remember to check our website
because we will be hosting an exciting range
of workshops during 2015.

• built around strengths-based, solution-focused practice wisdom,
and incorporate tools that also draw on other practice
frameworks such as Appreciative Inquiry and Choice Theory.
• filled with readily-applicable skills, ideas, stories and resources
• designed to balance playfulness and soulfulness
• built around active learning techniques and respect for different
learning styles
• facilitated by experienced and highly skilled people.
TOOLS WORKSHOPS
& STRENGTHS APPROACH TRAINING IN 2015:

MOVING ON 12 DECEMBER 2014 TO:

- February 17 & 18 & March 18: Strengths Approach Training,
Bendigo

62 Collins Street,
Kangaroo Flat,
Victoria 3555

- March 25: Introduction to the Strengths Approach, Bendigo
- April 16 &17: Strengths Approach to Supervision, Bendigo
- April 22: Gender Fairness, Tools Workshop, Melbourne
- May 4 & 5 & June 16: Strengths Approach Training, Bendigo
- May 20: Tools for Working with Families, Tools Workshop,
Bendigo

For now, our phone number is the same:

03 5442 0500

- June 17: Walking the Boundaries, Tools Workshop, Melbourne
- July 20 & 21: Strengths Approach to Supervision, Bendigo

FROM 12 DECEMBER,
THE CURRENT FAX NUMBER

- July 22: Girltopia, Tools Workshop, Melbourne

WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE.

- August 12 & 13 & September 17: Strengths Approach Training,
Bendigo
- August 20 & 21: Tools of the Trade, Tools Workshop, Melbourne
- September 8: Introduction to the Strengths Approach, Bendigo

Customers: please be aware that online orders
received between 10 and 20 December may
be delayed in dispatch. Please phone in advance
if you wish to place an urgent order.

- October 7 & 8: Strengths Approach to Supervision, Bendigo
- October 12 & 13: The Literary Therapist, Tools Workshop,
Castlemaine
- November 12 & 13 & December 10: Strengths Approach
Training, Bendigo
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In the

Here’s me with Dominic,
who is a Family Service
Centre worker like me,
and Yo, who is a Youth
Outreach Worker.
Before we caught up I
wasn’t sure what they
were doing, so I got them
both ‘The Kangas’ and
‘The Koalas’ cards. They
took me out for a very
simple dinner which I
utterly enjoyed.

Mailbag
POSTCARD FROM

HONG KONG

Regular SOON readers may remember Kumar,
who is a passionate, creative supporter of Innovative
Resources based in Singapore. Kumar works in a
community-based family services agency and regularly
delivers training in Singapore and South East Asia.
He has also provided support and supervision for a
number of local and international social work student
interns over the years.
Earlier this year Kumar was in Hong Kong and took the opportunity to catch up
with some of his former interns, who graduated from the Chinese University
of Hong Kong (CUHK). And what did he take with him? Cards, of course!
Here’s some snaps from the visit:

I’m sitting here with
Sandy and Bonnie,
my first interns from
CUHK. Sandy, sadly,
isn’t working in the field
at the moment, but
Bonnie is so I gave her
a pack of ‘The Kangas’
cards. She’s a Youth
Outreach Worker so I’ll
get some more youthorientated card sets
to her in the future.

This is Kristy, an intern
I supervised in 2011. She is
intelligent, politely curious,
smart, emphatic, mature
and sensitive—everything
we want our graduates
to be! She’s already
a far superior social
worker than I’ll ever be,
and she’s interested to
find out how she can be
strengths-focused in her
work within palliative care.
Kristy already has the
‘Strength Cards’ so I gave
her ‘Shadows and Deeper
Shadows’.
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My two interns from last year, Angel and Ting
Ting. They arrived at a time when I’d just taken
on a challenging new role and was struggling a bit.
They were so helpful and cooperative—we had a
lot of fun together. I couldn’t resist giving Angel
the ‘Angels’ cards, which I must say is one of
my favourite sets. Ting Ting got ‘Views from
the Verandah,’ which is my other favourite set!
They were graduating when I visited, and I hope
they will find opportunities to use these cards.
In fact, these two got me to do some crazy
stuff for their graduation...
...like taking my first selfie!

